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Behavioral Ecology Emerged from Ethology after Niko 
Tinbergen

Abstract
Behavioral ecology, also spelled behavioural ecology, is that the study of the evolutionary basis for animal behavior thanks to ecological pressures. Behavioral ecology 
emerged from ethology after Niko Tinbergen outlined four inquiries to address when studying animal behaviors: What are the proximate causes, ontogeny, survival value, 
and phylogeny of a behavior?

If an organism features a trait that gives a selective advantage (i.e., has adaptive significance) in its environment, then survival favors it. Adaptive significance refers to the 
expression of a trait that affects fitness, measured by a person's reproductive success. Adaptive traits are people who produce more copies of the individual's genes in future 
generations. Maladaptive traits are people who leave fewer. for instance , if a bird which will call more loudly attracts more mates, then a loud call is an adaptive trait for that 
species because a louder bird mates more frequently than less loud birds—thus sending more loud-calling genes into future generations.
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Introduction

The value of a social behavior depends partially on the social behavior of an 
animal's neighbors. for instance , the more likely a rival male is to backtrack 
from a threat, the more value a male gets out of creating the threat. The more 
likely, however, that a rival will attack if threatened, the less useful it's to 
threaten other males. When a population exhibits variety of interacting social 
behaviors like this, it can evolve a stable pattern of behaviors referred to as 
an evolutionarily stable strategy (or ESS). This term, derived from economic 
theory of games, became prominent after John Maynard Smith (1982) 
recognized the possible application of the concept of a Nash equilibrium to 
model the evolution of behavioral strategies.

Mating strategies and tactics

As with any competition of resources, species across the Animalia can also 
engage in competitions for mating. If one considers mates or potentials 
mates as a resource, these sexual partners are often randomly distributed 
amongst resource pools within a given environment. Following the perfect 
free distribution model, suitors distribute themselves amongst the potential 
mates in an attempt to maximise their chances or the amount of potential 
matings. For all competitors, males of a species in most cases, there are 
variations in both the strategies and tactics wont to obtain matings. Strategies 
generally ask the genetically determined behaviors which will be described 
as conditional. Tactics ask the subset of behaviors within a given genetic 
strategy. Thus it's not difficult for an excellent many variations in mating 
strategies to exist during a given environment or species.

An experiment conducted by Anthony Arak, where playback of synthetic calls 
from male natterjack toads was wont to manipulate behavior of the males 
during a chorus, the difference between strategies and tactics is obvious. 
While small and immature, male natterjack toads adopted a satellite tactic 
to parasitize larger males. Though large males on the average still retained 
greater reproductive success, smaller males were ready to intercept matings. 
When the massive males of the chorus were removed, smaller males adopted 
a calling behavior, not competing against the loud calls of larger males. When 
smaller males got larger and their calls more competitive, then they started 

calling and competing directly for mates.

Sensory bias

The sensory bias hypothesis states that the preference for a trait evolves 
during a non-mating context, and is then exploited by one sex to get more 
mating opportunities. The competitive sex evolves traits that exploit a pre-
existing bias that the choosy sex already possesses. This mechanism is 
assumed to elucidate remarkable trait differences in closely related species 
because it produces a divergence in signaling systems, which results in 
reproductive isolation.

Sensory bias has been demonstrated in guppies, seafood from Trinidad 
and Tobago. during this mating system, female guppies like better to 
mate with males with more orange body coloration. However, outside of a 
mating context, both sexes prefer animate orange objects, which suggests that 
preference originally evolved in another context, like foraging. Orange fruits are 
a rare treat that fall under streams where the guppies live. the power to seek out 
these fruits quickly is an adaptive quality that has evolved outside of a mating 
context. Sometime after the affinity for orange objects arose, male guppies 
exploited this preference by incorporating large orange spots to draw in females.

Another example of sensory exploitation is within the water mite Neumania 
papillator, an ambush predator that hunts copepods (small crustaceans) 
passing by within the water column. When hunting, N. papillator adopts a 
characteristic stance termed the 'net stance' - their first four legs are held out 
into the water column, with their four hind legs resting on aquatic vegetation; 
this enables them to detect vibrational stimuli produced by swimming prey 
and use this to orient towards and clutch at prey. During courtship, males 
actively look for females- if a male finds a female, he slowly circles round the 
female whilst trembling his first and second leg near her. Male leg trembling 
causes females (who were within the 'net stance') to orient towards often 
clutch the male. This didn't damage the male or deter further courtship; the male 
then deposited spermatophores and commenced to vigorously fan and jerk his 
fourth pair of legs over the spermatophore, generating a current of water that 
omitted the spermatophores and towards the feminine . Sperm packet uptake 
by the feminine would sometimes follow. Heather Proctor hypothesised that 
the vibrations trembling male legs made were done to mimic the vibrations that 
females detect from swimming prey - this is able to trigger the feminine prey-
detection responses causing females to orient then clutch at males, mediating 
courtship. If this was true and males were exploiting female predation responses, 
then hungry females should be more receptive to male trembling – Proctor found 
that unfed captive females did orient and clutch at males significantly quite fed 
captive females did, according to the sensory exploitation hypothesis.
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